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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
The problem of this thesis is, briefly, to determine, by experimental
means, whether silent reading, listening, or a combination of reading and
listening is most effective in the teaching of content subjects in grade
four. Observation of classroom situations and an examination of many
textbooks that are in current use make apparent a need for knowing the
way in which fourth grade children can grasp these materials most easily.
In this connection, Luella Cole makes the following statements:
"As one studies and analyzes the typical textbooks used in elementary-
school geography and history, one is impressed with the fact that they
are needlessly difficult. They often employ a stylo and general literary
vocabulary more suitable for adults than for children. They have a rather
heavy burden of technical vocabulary. They usually give the impression
of being condensed forms of a treatment originally planned on a more
elaborate scale. They contain a host of details, many of which are by
no means clearly related to each other, and they are rather uninteresting.
Style, textbook form, vocabulary, and content are poorly adjusted to the
intellectual ability, the interests, or the reading skills of the average
pupil. To be sure, there is a scattering of more modern materials that
are relatively free from these objections but such books are used in an
l/ Cole, Luella Psychology of the Elementary School Subject
Farrar and Rinehart, 1934
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extremely small proportion of elementary schools. The more common type
of book increases unnecessarily the difficulties of reading in these
school subjects, but even with improved materials certain difficulties
inherent in the type of subject matter remain."
Because of the importance of listening ability in life situations it
seems practicable to investigate its use in teaching the content subjects.
Paul T. Rankin says, "Listening, or ability to understand spoken lang-
uage, is the most frequently used of the language arts."
The investigation of silent reading combined with oral questions was
made because of classroom experiences with children who have difficulty
in reading and understanding test questions and also because of such state-
2 /
ments as that of Edward E. Dolch ' that, "Much of the difficulty in
reading tests is in making the required response."
As a result of the findings of this study it is hoped to determine:
1. Which of the following methods of presentation of factual
material is most effective in grade four:
a. Silent reading followed by test items to be read silently by
each pupil.
b. Silent reading followed by the examiner's reading of the test
items so that each pupil need only check the correct response.
l/ Rankin, Paul T
.
2/ Dolch, Edward W.
"The Importance of Listening Ability"
Reported in English Journal, 17: 623-630
”
C r- T
A Manual for Remedial Reading
The Garrard Press, 1939 p. 133

c. Oral reading of the selection by the examiner followed by oral
reading of the test items as in the second method.
2. Y/hether a difference in preference is shown for reading or
hearing by poor readers and superior readers.
3. Y.liether a difference in preference for reading or hearing is
shown by boys and girls*,
4. VJhether a difference in preference for reading or hearing is
shown as the selections vary in difficulty.

Previous Research
Investigations in the field of reading and listening can be divided
into two major groups: those that have used university students and
adult populations and those that have used public school populations
in their studies.
In a study of reading and hearing comprehension of university fresh-
men, Robert P. Larsen and D. D. Feder used selections of 200 words from
the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Form B) . The selections included easy,
moderate, and difficult material. Their findings slow that the group
that was lowest scholastically was slightly superior in hearing com-
prehension. The median group was slightly superior in reading and the
highest group, scholastically, was definitely superior in readihg. Their
results show also that reading was superior as the difficulty of the
selections was increased.
Another study of reading and hearing comprehension, with an adult
2 /population, made by Harry Goldstein ' shows similar results in the super-
iority of listening comprehension as the material increases in difficulty.
This investigation also shows that the more intelligent groups scored
higher in more difficult material of all types.
l/ Larsen, Robert P. "Common and Differential Factors in Reading and
Hearing Comprehension"
Reported in The Journal of Ed. Psychology,
31: 241-252 April, 1940
2/ Goldsbein, Harry "Reading and Listening Comprehension at Various
Controlled Rates"
Contributions to Education, No. 281
Teachers* iollege, Columbia University
t
5Merton E. Carver's ^ study of university undergraduates and adults
repeats the same findings as Larsen and Feder's 2/ and Goldstein's
studies in respect to the superiority of hearing comprehension and reading
comprehension. Carver states in his conclusions that, "The capacity to
benefit from auditory presentation tends to vary inversely -with the dif-
ficulty of the material presented." In the same study recognition,
verbatim recall, and suggestibility are shown to be more successful in
response to auditory presentation while comprehension, criticalness and
discrimination are improved by visual presentation. The meaning of simple
sentences was comprehended better in auditory presentation while material
of average difficulty favored neither type.
In an investigation using advertising copy with adults, Henry i .
4/DeWick ' reports slightly different results from those described in the
above sbudies. Immediate recall was approximately the same for both
auditory and visual presentations. Auditory presentation was found to be
distinctly superior after a delay of five days to five months. Visual
presentation decreased steadily in effectiveness as the time between
presentation and recall was increased. Material presented orally was
l/ Carver, Merton E. "A Study of Conditions Influencing the Relative
Effectiveness of Visual and Auditory Presentation
Unpublished dissertation. Harvard University,
1934
2/ Ibid.
3/ Ibid.
4/ DeWick, Henry N. "The Relative Effectiveness of Visual and Auditory
Presentation of Advertising Material"
Reported in Journal of Applied Psychology
IS: 245-264

found to have no loss in retention up to 120 hours.
In summarizing the conclusions of various studies Horn 1/ states
that, "In the early years in school students understand and remember sig-
nificantly more of what they hear than of what they read. This superior-
ity decreases as facility in reading is developed, until it disappears in
about the sixth or seventh grade. The differences between the visual and
oral presentations are very small, but in the case of certain types of
material they appear to be statistically significant."
2/Erickson and King ' report that oral presentation of lessons in
grades three to nine gave better results than visual presentation in each
lesson. The children retained about the same relative ranks in their
group with either type of lesson.
3/Tireman and Woods, ' ' using the Durre 11 -Sullivan Reading Capacity
and Achievement Tests with Spanish-speaking children found that the
visual comprehension was superior to aural comprehension. Their conclu-
sion was that the difference was largely due to superiority in visual
vocabulary over the aural vocabulary for that particular population.
l/ Horn, Ernest
2/ Erickson, C. I.
3/ Tireman, L. S.
Woods, V. E.
Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies -
Chapters V and VII Charles Scribner’s Sons 1937
"A Comparison of Visual and Oral Presentation of
Lessons in the Case of Pupils from the Third to
the Ninth Grade s"
Reported in School and Society, 6: 146-148
Aug. 1917
"Aural and Visual Comprehension of English by
Spanigh-Speaking Children"
Reported in Elementary English Journal,
40: 204-211 Nov. 1939

7Eleanor A. Miller ' used the same tests on a population of English-speaking
children in grades three and four and found that both grade levels "were
superior in hearing comprehension.
The Miller investigation found that children with higher mental
ages had higher results in both hearing and visual retention of vocabulary
and paragraph study. Boys v/ere superior to girls in both types.
n 2 /Y'illiam E. Young's ' study on reading and hearing comprehension in
grades four, five, and six gave the following results:
1. Children learn more from a teacher-oral presentation than from
silent reading by themselves.
2. Children improve in comprehension through reading from grades four
to six.
3. Coefficients of correlation between pupil results on tests after
oral presentation and after silent reading were uniformly high.
4. In general those doing poorly through reading do poorly through
hearing.
Because the tests, which followed the oral presentations, were given
as silent reading exercises the results tend to show a higher correlation
between reading and hearing than would be expected.
l/ Miller, Eleanor A. ’’Relation of Hearing Comprehension to Reading
Comprehension in Grades Three and Four”
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University 1941
{?/ Young, Tfilliam E. ’’The Relation of Reading Comprehension and
Retention”
Reported in Journal of Experimental Education,
5: 30-39 Sept. 1936

Several studies have been made on the correlation between reading
and hearing, and the correlations of intelligence with reading and with
hearing. Anderson and Fairbanks reported that reading vocabulary is
more closely related to intelligence than hearing vocabulary. They found
a correlation of .80 between reading and hearing vocabularies. Gertrude
Foss in a study of 200 mental defectives in special classes found
that the correlation between hearing comprehension and reading achieve-
ment was .58 ± .03, while the correlation between mental ages and hearing
comprehension scores was .55 ± .03. Larsen and Feder 7 found a cor-
relation of .62 ± .04 between reading compreher.sion and hearing compre-
hension.
It is evident from a study of previous research that no other study
4 /
direotly parallels this study. The Young 'investigation most nearly ap-
proaches it but his presentation of all test items as silent reading
exercises should result in different conclusions for the two studies.
l/ Anderson, Irving ’’Common and Differential Facts in Reading
Vooabulary and Hearing Vocabulary"
Reported in Journal of Educational Research
,
30: 317-324 Jan. 1937
2/ Foss, Gertrude M. "Language Comprehension Skills of Mentally
Retarded Children"
Ed. M. Thesis Boston University 1938
3/ Ibid
4/ Ibid

9An analysis of the results of this study should determine:
1. Whether hearing is superior to silent reading followed by a silent
reading check,
2. Y/hether hearing is superior to silent readihg followed by oral
que stions.
3. Whether silent reading followed by oral questioning is superior
to silent reading with a silent reading check,
4. Whether the poorer readers show more preference for hearing than
the superior readers do,
5. Whether there is any difference in preference for hearing or
reading by boys and girls,
6. Whether the superiority of reading or hearing varies with dif-
ficulty of material.
7. The correlation between reading and hearing,
8. The correlabion between I.Q.’s and hearing scores.
9. The correlation between I.Q.'s and silent reading scores.
\
Chapter II
PROCEDURE OF IUVESTIGATIOK
Approach
In order to make the investigation fit a typical school situation
many textbooks were surveyed for test selections. Some texts had to be
discarded because suitable selections of uniform length could not be
found. Others had to De discarded because the subject matter was similar
to that being used in the schools in which the tests were to be given.
Finally three history stories and three nature study stories were
selected. All stories were of approximately the same length (1250 words)
and were taken from texts similar to those used in the average fourth
grade classroom. All three history stories were taken from the same text
so that vocabulary and style would be of approximately the same degree of
difficulty. Similarly the three nature study stories were taken from a
single textbook. The nature study passages contained many more ideas and
a more scientific vocabulary than the three history passages. There was
less story element in the nature study selections. Therefore, they have
been classed as more difficult material than the history stories, although
in one case the number of difficult words (beyond the first 3000 in
Thorndike’s list) does not exceed the number of difficult words in one
of the history stories. The following table shows the number of different.
l/ Thorndike, Edward L. The Teacher’s Word Book
Published by Teachers’ College
Columbia University 1921

difficult words (omitting proper names) in each selection which were in
Thorndike's list or not included in the list at all.
Test Type History Nature History Nature HistoryV Nature -
and No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Words beyond
the 1st. 3000 25 40 30 35 15 30
During the year previous to this investigation various types of
multiple -choice tests were built on material of a similar type and of
approximately the same length. Several of these tests were tried out on
two fourth-grade classes until a type was found that would not be too
time-consuming.
For each story chosen a test of thirty multiple-choice items was
constructed. Each question had four possible choices, only one of which
was correct according to the texts used.
A sample test follows on pages: 12 - 16.

A Close-up View of a Grasshopper
All insects have six legs, usually four
wings (but sometimes two wings), and
bodies made up of three parts, - the head,
the thorax, and the abdomen. Let’s look
at a grasshopper to see how each of these
narts is adapted to the kind of life that
the grasshopper lives.
The six legs of the grasshopper are
attached to the thorax. The front pair
of legs is the shortest, the next pair is
a little longer, and the hind pair is
twice as long as the middle pair. Y/hen-
ever you see an animal with unusually
long and strong hind legs, you may be
sure that it is a good jumper. The front
pair of legs is turned forward. This
helps the grasshopper in climbing up a
plant stem.
He has long, sturdy hind legs, with a
wide part near the body. It is this wide
part that contains the powerful muscles
that send the grasshopper flying through
the air at every jump. If your legs were
as powerful for your size as the grass-
hopper’s hind legs are for its size, you
could easily jump over your house, or leap
lightly across the widest street -without
waiting for it to become clear of traffic.
If you look through a magnifying glass
at the grasshopper’s legs, especially the
hind legs, you can see a number of sharp
spines, all pointing downward. These
spines help the grasshopper in climbing
up smooth plant stems, much as a telegraph
lineman’s "climbing irons" help him to
climb up a telegraph pole. They also help
it to get a good grip before jumping, in
the same way that spiked shoes help an
athlete •
Grasshoppers do not have wings until
they have grown up. That helps to explain
why they have developed those powerful
jumping legs, which give them a means of
escaping from their enemies during the
times that their wings are developing.
The adult grasshopper has two pairs of
wings. The upper pair, or wing covers,
protect the under pair, which do the most
work in flying. The wings are also at-
tached to the thorax.
The large, compound eyes are set wide
apart, near the top of the head. Compound
©yes, you remember, are made up of thou-
sands of tiny six-sided eyes. Between the
oompound eyes, in front of the head, are
three simple eyes. All these eyes enable
the grasshopper to see on every side.
The mouth is wide, and is made up of two
sets of jaws that work sideways, instead
of up and down like ours. One set tears
off or crushes the pieces of leaves or
plant stems that the grasshopper uses for
food. The other set holds or guides the
food. Two flaps, called the upper lip and
the lower lip, also help to grasp and guide
the food. Attached to each side of one set
of jaws is a little feeler. This little
feeler can also taste for the grasshopper.
In this way the grasshopper can really
taste its food before it even takes a bitel
When a grasshopper is frightened, or if
an enemy seizes it, it can give off from
its mouth a brown liquid that is bitter-
tasting and bad-smelling. Thus, if the
grasshopper cannot jump away from an enemy,
it can give off this unpleasant liquid,
which may drive the enemy away.
On top of the head are the two antennae,
which are used for feeling. The length of
the antennae tells us to which general
group a grasshopper belongs. If they are
much shorter than the body, it is a short-
horned grasshopper. If they are longer
than the body, it is a long-horned grass-
hopper. The short-horned grasshoppers are
sometimes called locusts.
All grasshoppers feed on the leaves and
soft stems of plants. If there are many of
them, they can do a lot of damage to our
plants. The long-horned grasshoppers are
seldom abundant enough to do much harm.
But in some parts of the world the short-
horned grasshoppers, or locusts, often
appear in such large numbers that they eat
every bit of green plant material over a
large area. Even in our country, the
Rocky Mountain locust has from time to
time appeared in such swarms that the crops
in many places in the We stern states were
destroyed within a few hours.
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The eggs of the short-horned grass-
hoppers are laid during the late summer
and the fall. The female grasshopper
makes a hole in the ground and then fills
the hole with eggs. Each egg mass is
covered with a waterproof coating that
looks like varnish and that protects the
eggs during the winter. From fifty to a
hundred eggs are laid in each hole.
The eggs hatch in April or May, and the
young grasshoppers creep out of the
ground. They are very small, but shaped
much like their parents. The head is
large for the rest of the body, and they
have no wings.
The young grasshoppers molt, or change
their skin, five times while they are
growing up. The wings are slowly form-
ing as the little grasshoppers grow.
After the third molt they begin to show.
About six or eight weeks after hatch-
ing, the final change is made. This time
the grasshopper does not stay on the
ground as it did while molting the first
four times. It climbs up a plant stem,
tree trunk, or post. Then it hangs it-
self, head downward, then waits for the
old skin to break. As it splits open,
the adult grasshopper, with its full-
grown wings, pulls itself slowly out of
its old case.
All adult grasshoppers can make sounds,
and some of them, especially those that
belong to the long-horned group, are
fairly good musicians.
The simplest sound is that made by
those short-horned grasshoppers that are
usually called locusts. The Carolina
locust, for example, makes a clacking
sound when it flies, by rubbing the edges
of the wings against the hard wing covers.
Among the short-horned grasshoppers we
find true fiddlers. These insects make
their music by rubbing the spines of the
hind legs against the edge of the wing
covers, as a violinist draws his bow over
the strings of a violin. In making this
music, grasshoppers stand on their two
front pairs of legs. Then they draw their
hind legs, one by one, or both together,
across their wings. The sounds they make
are weak, but when thousands of them are
fiddling together, the total sound is
rather pleasing.
The members of the long-horned group
make their music by rubbing the bases of
their wing covers together rapidly.
Nov/ when any animal oan make sounds,
the others like it usually have ears t*
hear these sounds. This is true of the
grasshoppers. But instead of having the
ears in their heads, as most animals do,
they are in very queer places. In the
short-horned group, the ears are on their
sides, just in front of the place where
their hind legs join the body. And in the
long-horned group, they are on their front
legs l
Adapted from "Plant and Animals"
by Phillips & Wright
D. C. Heath & Co.

School Name
Directions : Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words
or phrases at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the
one that makes the sentence correct.
A Close-Up View of a Grasshopper
two
1. The number of legs that insects have is four
six
eight
two
2. The number of wings that insects usually have is four
six
eight
abdomen
thor&x
3. The legs are attached to the antannae
feelers
front pair
4. The longest legs are the middle pair
back pair
top pair
5.
The grasshopper's strong legs show that he is a good
q walker
jumper
runner
digger
front pair
6. The legs that are turned forward are the middle airback pair
top pair
running
digging
7. The legs that are turned forward help the grasshopper in jumoing
climbing
box
8. If your legs were as powerful for your size as the house
grasshopper’s are for his, the story says that you chair
would jump over a table
spines
hist irs
9. To help him in climbing the grasshopper's legs have
0 {aws
irons

none
10. The number of wings that a young grasshopper has is two
four
six
11. The number of wings that the adult grasshopper has is
none
two
four
six
12. The wings that are used most in flying are the
13. The wings are fastened to the
abdomen
thorax
stomache
antennae
under w ings
upper wings
middle wihgs
new wings
14. The number of compound eyes that a grasshopper has is
three
one
two
five
15. The compound eyes are made up of tiny
two-sided eyes
three-sided eyes
four-sided eyes
six-sided eyes
one
16. The number of simple eyes that the grasshopper has is two
three
four
17. A grasshopper has two sets of jaws that work
up and down
sideways
all ways
together
18. The grasshopper's feelers are attached to
the top of his head
his jaws
his ears
his nose
grasp his food
smell his food
taste his food
feel his food
The grasshopper uses his feelers to

20. To protect himself from enemies the grasshopper has
claws
antennae
a liquid
horns
feelers
21. On top of his head the grasshopper has two spines
antennae
ears
short-horned grasshoppers
22. Locusts are long-horned grasshoppers
short -legged grasshoppers
long-legged grasshoppers
leaves of plants
23. All grasshoppers feed on roots of plants
fruits
wood
24. The female grasshopper lays her eggs in the
25. The eggs hatch in
winter
summer
spring
fall
spring
winter
trees
ground
26. The young grasshoppers change their skin
once
tv; ice
three times
five times
27. Y/hen the grasshopper changes his
skin for the last time he is about
six weeks old
four weeks old
two weeks old
three weeks old
28. Grasshoppers make music with their
mouths
jaws
legs and wings
antennae
29. Long-horned grasshoppers have ears on their
feelers
heads
sides
legs
feelers
heads
sides
legs
30. Short-horned grasshoppers have ears on their

Presentation
The tests were administered during a four-week period, A plan was
made so that each test would be presented to two classes as a silent-
reading lesson, to two classes as a listening situation in which the
examiner read the story to the class and read each test item with its
four possible choices while the class encircled the correct item, and to
two classes as a combined reading and listening performance: the class
reading the story silently, followed by the examiner's reading the test
items while the pupils encircled the correct choice.
One easy and one difficult test was presented as a silent-reading
exercise, one easy and one difficult as a listening situation, and one
easy and one difficult as a combined reading-listening exercise to each
of six classes. Thus each pair of two classes was presented a set of
two tests by each of the three methods and no two pairs of classes were
presented the same set of tests in the same way. The following schedule
was kept to avoid confusion:
Rooms 1 3c 2 Rooms 3 & 4 Rooms 5 & 6
Tests
1 & 2
Hearing Silent
Reading Combined
Tests
3 & 4
Silent
Reading Combined Hearing
Tests
5 & 6
Combined Hearing
Silent
Reading
All tests were presented by the same examiner and a definite effort
was made to use the same emphasis in each class. In no case were the
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test items passed out before a pupil had finished reading silently or
before the examiner had finished reading the selection to the class.
There was no time limit. Each child was allowed to finish each
test, except that all tests, in which the examiner read the questions,
were collected as soon as the last item was read and the pupils had had
sufficient time to encircle the correct choice. The hearing tests re-
quired from 15 to 20 minutes and the silent reading tests from 25 to 30
minute s
•
During the same period the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement
Test ^ was administered and during the following month the Rational
2/Intelligence Test ' was administered to each of the groups.
Pupils
The tests were presented to 176 pupils in six fourth-grade class-
rooms in the Reading public schools. Of this number 140 completed all six
tests plus the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test and the National
Intelligence Test.
Chronological ages were procured from the school records and were
recorded with the raw scores, the reading age, and the intelligence
quot ient.
l/ Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test
Intermediate Test Form A
World Book Co. 1937
2/ Hag-erty-Terman-
Thorndike -Whipple
-
Yerkes
National Intelligence Tests
Scale A, Form 2
World Book Co. 1920

TABLE I
Chart 1
Range of I.Q.’s
I.Q. 60-69 70-79 8C-89 90-99 100-109 110-119 120-129 130-139 140-149
No. 2 4 17 32 26 33 15 7 4
Total
140
The I.Q.'s were found to range from 60 to 146. The median was 105.27
and the quartile range was 11.76.
Chart i
Distribution of Reading Grades
Grades
3.0-
3.4
3.5-
3.9
4.0-
4.4
4.5-
4.9
5.0-
5.4
5.5-
5.9
6.0-
6.4
6.5-
6.9
7.0-
7.4
7.5-
7.9
8.0-
8.4
6 15 30 27 20 13 14 6 3 4 2
I otal
140
The distribution of reading achievement scores ranged from 3.0 to 8.1.
The median was 4.8 and the quartile range was .77. The mean was 5.01.

TABLE I
Chart 3
Distribution of Chr onoligioal Ages
ages
8.0-
8.5
8.6-
8.11
9.0-
9.5
9.6-
9.11
10.0-
10.5
10.6-
10.11
11.0-
11.5
11.6-
11.11
12.0-
12.5
12.6-
12.11
13.0-
13.5
13.6-
13.11
14.0
14.5
(140;
No. 1 22 63 29 12 7 3 1 0 0 1 0
Chronological ages ranged from 8-3 to 14-5. The median age was 9-3
and the quart ile range was 4 months.

Chapter III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The data was analyzed to determine:
1. Whether hearing is superior to silent reading followed by a
silent reading check.
2. Whether hearing is superior to silent reading follcv^ed by oral
questions
.
3. Whether silent reading followed by oral questioning is superior
to silent reading with a silent reading check.
4. Whether the poorer readers show more preference for hearing than
the superior readers do.
5. Whether there is any difference in preference for hearing or
reading by boys and girls.
6. Whether the superiority of reading or hearing varies with the
difficulty of material.
7. The correlation between reading and hearing.
8. The correlation between I.Q.'s and hearing scores.
9. Thd correlation between I.Q.'s and silent reading scores.

TABLE II
Comparison of Material Read Silently and Material Heard -
Total Scores for 140 Pupils
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 32.95 .81 6.90 1.07 6.45
Hearing 39.85 .69 — — —
The mean score for the hearing tests was 39.85 as compared with
32.95 for the silent -reading tests that were followed by the silent-
reading checks. The difference between the means was 6.90 in favor of
hearing.
The critical ratio was 6.45 which is statistically significant.

TABLE III
Comparison of Material Heard with Material Read Silently and
Followed by an Oral Test -
Total Scores for 1-40 Pupils
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff . S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent Read,
with Oral
Questions
33.30 .76 6.55 1.03 6.36
Hearing 39.85 .69 — — —
The mean score for the hearing tests was 39.85 as compared with a
mean score of 33.30 for the silent reading tests that were followed by
oral questions. The difference between the means was 6.55 in favor of
hearing.
The critical ratio was 6.36 which is statistically significant.
It seems probable that the great range of reading achievement in
each class caused a delayed response for the superior readers, who were
required to wait for the oral questions until all pupils had finished
reading the selections, and thus lowered the scores on the silent reading
tests which were followed by oral questions. If these tests had been
given to small groups of pupils whose reading achievement was approximately
'o «
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TABLE III - Continued
the same the delay in response would have been eliminated and it seems
probable that the difference between the means of the hearing scores and
scores for the silent-reading tests, followed by oral questions, would
have been reduced substantially.
*
TABLE IV
Comparison of Material Read Silently with Material Read Silently
and Followed by an Oral Test -
Total Scores for 140 Pupils
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 32.95 .81 .35 1.11 .32
Silent Read,
with
Oral Questions
33.30 .76 — — —
The mean score for the silent-reading tests was 32*95 as compared
with a mean score of 33.30 for the si lent -reading tests that were fol-
fowed by oral questions. The difference between the means was .35 in
favor of the silent-reading tests that were followed by oral questions.
The critical ratio was .32 which is not significant statistically
and shows only a very slight tendency for the oral testing to be superior
to a silent -reading test for this population.

TABLE V
Difference between Hearing and Reading Comprehension for 50
Poorest Readers -
Chart 1
Distribution of Reading Ages for 50 Poorest Readers -
Reading
Age
3. 0-3.
4
3. 5-3.
9
4. 0-4.
4
No. 6 15 29
The reading ages ranged from 3.0 to 4.4. The median reading age
was 4.02 and the quart ile range was .28.
Chart 2
Comparison of Material Heard and Material Read Silently
Total Scores for 50 Poorest Readers
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff
.
S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 25.70 1.09 10.20 1.57 6.50
Hearing 35.90 1.13 — — —
The mean hearing score for the 50 poorest readers was 35.90 as
compared with a mean score of 25.70 for the silent -reading tests for the

TABLE V - Continued
same pupils. The difference between the means was 10.20 in favor of
hearing.
The critical ratio was 6.50 which is of statistical significance.

TABLE VI
Difference between Hearing and Reading Comprehension for 50
Superior Readers -
Chart I
Distribution of Reading Ages for 50 Superior Pupils -
Reading
Age 5. 0-5.
4
5. 5-5.
9
6. 0-6.
4
6. 5-6.
9
7. 0-7.
4
7. 5-7.
9
- 8. 0-8.
4
No. (so; 8 13 14 6 3 4 2
The reading achievement ages for the 50 superior pupils ranged from
5.3 to 8.1. The median age was 6.09 and the quartile range was .52.
Chart 2
Comparison of Material Heard and Material Read Silently -
Total Scores for 50 Superior Pupils
Lean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 40.50 .90 5.10 1.23 4.15
Hearing 45.60 .83 — — —
The mean hearing score was 45.60 as compared with a mean of 40.50
in the silent reading tests. The difference between the means was 5.10

TABLE VI - Continued
in favor of hearing.
The critical ratio was 4.15 which is statistically significant.
%
TABLE VII
Comparison of Superiority of Rearing over Reading for Good and Poor
Readers -
Superiority of Hearing over Reading for 100 Pupils
No. Means S.D.
of Diff.
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Superior
Readers
50 5.10 1.23 5.10 1.99 2.56
Poor
Readers 50 10.20 1.56
— — —
The mean difference between hearing and silent reading scores for
the 50 superior readers v/as 5.10 as compared with a mean difference of
10.20 for the same number of poor readers. The difference between the tv;o
means is 5.10 in favor of the poor readers.
The critical ratio is 2.56 which is not statistically significant
although it shows a decided tendency for poor readers to make greater gains
by hearing than 'by silent reading as compared with similar gains made by
the superior readers.
<r
TABLE VIII
Comparison of Reading and Hearing Scores for Boys (69)
Total Scores for All Boys (69)
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 34.70 1.15 7.80 1.43 5.45
Hearing 42.50 .85 — — —
The mean score for silent reading for hoys was 34.70 as compared
with a mean score of 42.50 for hearing. The difference between the means
was 7.80 in favor of hearing.
The critical ratio was 5.45 which is statistically significant.

TABLE IX
Comparison of Reading and Hearing for All Girls (71)
Total Scores for All Girls (71)
Mean S.Q.
of Lean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff,
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 31.30 1.09 6.00 1.47 4.08
Hearing 37.30 .98 — — —
The mean score for silent reading for girls was 31,30 as compared
with a mean of 37,30 for hearing. The difference between the means was
6,00 in favor of hearing.
The critical ratio was 4.08 which is statistically significant.

TABLE X
Comparison of Superiority of Hearing over Reading for All Boys
and Girls -
Comparison of All Boys and Girls
Mean
S.D.
of Mean Diff
.
S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Rauio
Boys (69) 7.80 1.43 1.80 2.05 • oo CO
Girls (71) 6.00 1.47 — — —
The difference between the means for hearing and reading for boys
was 7.80 in favor of hearing as compared with a similar difference of
6.00 for girls. The difference between the means was 1.80 in favor of
the boys.
The critical ratio was .88 which is not statistically significant,
although it shows a very slight tendency for boys to make greater gains
in hearing as compared with silent reading than girls do.
In order to determine whether the slight amount of difference in
means for boys and girls was due to accident or to a difference in
reading achievement, fifty-five pairs of boys and girls with like reading
abilities (within one month in reading achievement score) were made. The
results are shown in babies 11, 12, and 13.

TABLE XI
Comparison of Reading and Hearing for 55 Boys -
Total Scores for 55 Boys
Boys Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Readihg 33.80 1.25 8.20 1.57 5.22
Eearing 42.00 .95 — — —
The silent reading mean score for 55 boys who were paired with 55
girls of like reading ability (within one month in reading achievement
score) was 33.80 as compared with a mean score of 42.00 for hearing. The
difference between the means was 8.20 in favor of hearing.
The critical ratio was 5.22 which is of statistical significance.
This shows approximately the same significance as the data for all of the
boys tested, when the difference between the means was 7.80 and the
critical ratio was 5.45 (Table VIII).

TABLE XII
Comparison of Reading and Rearing for 55 Girls -
Total Scores for 55 Girls
Girls Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 31.35 1.27 5.75 1.74 3.30
Hearing 37.10 1.19 — — —
The mean score for silent reading for 55 girls who were paired with
55 boys of similar reading ability (within one month in reading achieve-
ment scores) was 31.35 as compared with a mean score of 37.10 for hearing
for the same girls. The difference between the means was 5.75 in favor
of hearing.
The critical ratio was 3.30 which is statistically significant.
This shows approximately the same significance as the data for all girls
when the mean difference was 6.00 and the critical ratio was 4.08
(Table IX)
.

TABLE XIII
Comparison of Superiority of Hearing over Reading for 55 Pairs of
Boys and Girls -
Comparison of 55 Pairs of Boys and Girls
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Boys 8.20 1.57 2.45 2.34 1.05
Girls 5.75 1.74 — — —
The difference between the means for hearing and reading for 55
boys who were paired with 55 girls of like reading ability (withih one
month in reading achievement score) was 8.20 in favor of hearing as com-
pared with a difference of 5.75 in favor of hearing for the 55 girls.
The difference between the means was 2.45 in favor of the boys. This
mean difference was slightly higher for the 55 pairs than when all of
the boys and girls were compared, that mean difference being only 1.80
(Table X)
.
The critical ratio for the 55 pairs of boys and girls was 1.05 which
is not statistically significant but continues to show a slight tendency
for boys to make greater gains than girls from hearing as compared with
silent reading. The critical ratio for the 55 pairs is slightly higher

TABLE XIII - Continued
than when the scores
critical ratio being
of all of the boys and girls were compared, that
.88 (Table X) .
«/
TABLE XIV
Comparison of Easy Reading and Easy Hearing -
Total Scores for 140 pupils
Mean S.D.
of M an
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Easy
Reading 17.65 .49 3.15 .65 4.85
Easy
Hearing 20.80 .42
— — —
Y/hen the tests were divided into easy and difficult groupings the
mean score for easy silent reading was 17.65 as compared with a mean score
of 20.80 for easy hearing. The difference between the tv;o means was 3.15
in favor of easy hearing.
The critical ratio was 4.85 which is of statistical significance and
shows that with easy material hearing was definitely superior to reading
for this population.

TABLE XV
Comparison of Difficult Reading and Difficult Hearing -
Comparison of All Tests (6)
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Difficult
Reading 15.65 .44 2.60 .57 4.56
Difficult
Reading 18.25 .38
— — —
The mean for difficult reading was 15.65 as compared with a meem of
18.25 for difficult hearing. The difference between the two means was
2.60 in favor of hearing.
The critical ratio was 4.56 which is statistically significant and
shows that hearing is still superior as the difficulty of the material is
increased.

TABLE XVI
Comparison of Superiority of Hearing over Reading in Easy and
Difficult Material -
Comparison of All Tests (6)
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff
.
S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Easy 3.15 .65 .55 .86 .64
Difficult 2.60 .57 — — —
The mean difference between easy hearing and easy reading was 3.15
in favor of hearing as compared with a mean difference of 2.60 in favor
of hearing for the difficult selections. The difference between the two
means was only .55 in favor of the easy selections.
The critical ratio was .64 which is not statistically significant
and shows only a very slight tendency for hearing to be more effective
with easy material than with difficult material.
-*
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TABLE XVII
Comparison of Reading and Hearing Scores for the Two Easiest
Tests (1 and 5) -
Scores for Two Tests (1 and 5)
Tests 1 and 5
Easy
Mean S.D.
of Mean
Diff. S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 17.70 .61 3.10 .37 8.38
Hearing 20.80 .49 — — —
Because two of the nature-study stories were considerably more dif-
ficult than the third selection and because two of the history stories
were somewhat easier than the third, the data for the two easiest tests
(1 and 5) and the two most difficult tests (2 and 4) was compared.
The mean for the easiest silent-reading tests was 17.70 as compared
with a mean of 20.80 for the easiest hearing tests. The difference
between the two means was 3.10 in favor of hearing. This compares
favorably with the silent-reading mean score for all of the easy tests
(Table XIV) which was 3.15.
The critical ratio was 8.38 which is statistically significant.

TABLE XVIII
Comparison of Reading and Hearing Scores for the Two Host Difficult
Tests (2 and 4) -
Scores for Two Tests (2 and 4)
Tests 2 and 4
Difficult Mean
S.D.
of Mean Diff.
S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Silent
Reading 15.20 .51 3.15 .71 4.44
Hearing 18.35 .50 — — —
The mean score for the two most difficult, silent-reading tests
(2 and 4) was 15*20 as compared with a mean score of 18.35 for the two
most difficult hearing tests. The difference between the two means was
3.15 in favor of hearing which is slightly higher than the mean difference
for all of the difficult tests (Table XV) which was 2.60.
The critical ratio was 4.44 which is statistically significant.
..
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TABLE XIX
Comparison of Superiority of Hearing over Reading for the two Easiest
Tests (1 and 5) and the Two Most Difficult Tests (2 and 4) -
Comparison of Four Tests
Mean 3.D.
of Mean
Diff
.
S.D.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Easy 3.10 .37 .05 oCO• o CO
Difficult 3.15 .71
The mean difference for the two easiest selections (1 and 5) was
3,10 in favor of hearing as compared with a mean difference of 3.15 also
in favor of hearing for the two most difficult tests (2 and 4). The dif-
ference between the two means was only .05 in favor of the difficult
tests. This result varies from that shown when all of the tests were
compared (Table XVI ) and the mean difference was .55 in favor of the easy
selections. This change may have been due to omission of the two tests
with a medium vocabulary load or to the fact that a slightly different
population was represented by the data for the two easiest and two most
difficult tests than when all tests were used

Critical Ratios
The critical ratio was *06 which is not statistically significant.
The correlation between reading and hearing was computed and was
found to be .65 *_ .03 which show's that those pupils who were high in read-
ing comprehension tended to be fairly high in hearing comprehension and
vice versa although there were a few exceptions.
The correlation between I.Q.'s and hearing scores was .44 « .05
v'hile the correlation between I.Q.'s and reading scores was .55 + .04.
This shows that I.Q.'s may tend to predict reading scores with slightly
more accuracy than hearing scores.
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Chapter Tf
SUKMAJRY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose of Study
The reasons for this investigation were to determine:
1. Which of the following methods of presentation of factual
material is most effective in grade four.
a. Silent reading followed by test items to be read silently by
each pupil.
b. Silent reading followed by the examiner's reading of the test
items so that each pupil need only check the correct response.
c. Oral reading followed by oral reading of the test items as in
the second method.
2. "Whether a difference in preference is shown for reading or hear-
ing by poor readers and superior readers.
3. Whether a difference in preference for reading or hearing is
shown by boys and girls.
4. Whether a difference in preference for reading or hearing is
shown as the selections vary in difficulty.
Procedure
Three history stories and three nature-study stories were presented
to 140 children in grade four. The stories were checked by multiple-
choice tests of thirty items with four choices for each item. The tests
were rotated so that each two groups of children were presented two tests
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(one easy and one difficult) in each of three ways as:
1. Silent reading
2 . Hearing
3. Silent reading with oral questions
Conclusion;
The following conclusions were made from the analysis of the tests
for this particular population:
1. Hearing is superior to reading, A statistically significant
difference of 6.90 was found in favor of hearing.
2. Hearing is superior to silent reading with oral questions. A
statistically significant difference of 6*55 was found in favor or hearing.
3. Silent reading followed by oral questions appears to be slightly
superior to silent reading with a silent -reading check although the results
were not statistically significant. It seems probable that the great
diversity of reading ability in each class would partially account for the
slight gain, as many children finished readirg quickly but had to wait for
the test until all of the poorer readers were finished. Thus the slight
gain may have been caused by the delayed testing for superior readers.
4. Poor readers (50 poorest) show a preference for hearing. A
statistically significant difference of 10.20 was found in favor of hearing.
5. Superior readers (50 highest) show a preference for hearing al-
though the preference is not so great as in the case of the poor readers.
A statistically significant difference of 5.10 was found in favor of hear-
ing.
'. .
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6. Boys show a slightly higher preference for hearing than the girls
do* Yfhen the boys and girls were paired for reading achievement the pre-
ference was slightly greater for boys in favor of hearing than when the
data for all boys and girls was used* The gain is in neither case large
enough to be statistically significant*
7. Hearing is superior to silent reading in both easy and difficult
material. There is very little difference in the gains for easy or dif-
ficult material. ‘When all of the tests were considered (3 easy and 3
difficult) the hearing gains seemed slightly superior for easy material
than for difficult but when only four tests were compared (2 easiest and
2 most difficult) the hearing gains were slightly greater for difficult
material. In neither case was the difference in gain of hearing statis-
tically significant*
8. The correlation between reading and hearing is .65 f .03.
9. The correlation between I.Q.’s and hearing scores is .44 j- .05.
10. The correlation between I.Q.’s and reading scores is *55 t- .04.
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Chapter V
SUGGEST IOHS FOR FiaTKBR STUDY
1. Use the same type of tests with materials having several degrees
of difficulty from the very easy to the very difficult.
2. Use different types of test items presented in the same way as
the tests in this study were presented.
3. Use the silent -reading test, followed by oral questioning, with
small groups of children with like reading ages and compare with silent-
reading scores for the same groups.
4. Use the same types of testing but delay the tests until several
days after reading for some groups and compare the retention scores with
immediate comprehension scores for the three types of tests.
5. Use the same tests with a time limit on the silent reading.
6. Test a population with greater retardation in reading achievement.
—.
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TOTAL SCORES
Fupils Sex Reading
Achievement I.Q. Silent & Oral Oral Chron.
Age
1 B 8.1 139 49 43 52 8-9
2 ' B 8.0 143 52 53 56 9-5 -
3 G 7.9 133 33 53 9-2
4 G 7.9 131 45 43 50 9-3
5 B 7.9 130 53 50 53 9-4
B 7.5 119 44 51 57 9-2
7 B 7.4 142 50 50 52 8-3
8 G 7.3 119 43 46 48 9-5
B 7.3 122 44 50 50 9-2 -
10 G 6.8 146 44 38 42 8-9
11 B 6.8 119 44 40 10-1
12 G 6.6 128 34 33 44 8-10
13 G 6.5 122 42 41 44 9-6
14 B 6.5 116 38 39 41 9-2
15 B 6.5 113 44 36 9-7
16 B 6.3 114 46 33 49 9-7
17 G 6.2 136 45 45 51 9-1
ie 5 6.2 117 42 45 53 9-2
19 B 6.2 102 45 48 52 9-7
20 G 6.1 124 37 45 48 9-1
21 G 6.1 122 46 41 41 9-0
22 3 6.1 121 43 51 50 10-1
23 B 6.1 113 39 41 46 9-5
24 6.1 111 32 33 42 8-9
25 G 6.1 110 33 36 40 9-2
26 G 6.1 109 44 40 47 9-1
27 B 6.0 140 35 34 50 9-5
28 B 6.0 121 41 44 45 9-4
29 G 6.0 113 41 37 38 9-4
30 G 5.8 137 30 35 46 8-9
31 B 5.8 128 46 47 52 9-2
32 G 5.8 114 35 32 44 9-0
33 B 5.8 113 43 39 48 9-4
34 G 5.7 121 45 44 48 9-11
35 G 5.7 120 39 40 36 9-10
36 G 5.7 114 35 30 43 9-2

Pupils Sex Reading
Achievement
I.Q. Silent Silent
A Oral Oral
Chrcn.
Age
37 B 5.6 117 27 32 46 9-1
38 0 5.6 116 31 27 47 9-3
39 B 5.5 94 42 37 36 10-5
40 G 5.5 126 36 37 33 8-10
41 G 5.5 118 41 44 38 9-7
42 G 5.5 112 41 49 45 9-4
43 G 5.4 118 47 43 45 8-8
44 G 5.4 110 29 25 33 9-7
45 G 5.4 108 30 31 41 9-4
46 B 5.3 130 46 46 42 9-5
47 B 5.3 125 38 39 41 9-2
48 G 5.3 110 30 35 36 9-7
49 G 5.3 105 29 30 46 9-0
50 B 5.3 102 40 45 47 10-0
51 B 5.2 94 41 38 47 9-7
52 B 5.2 113 22 29 35 9-6
53 5.2 112 31 42 9-6
54 3 5.2 107 39 29 42 8-11
55 B 5.1 111 28 44
56 3 5.0 88 33 38 45 10-7
57 B 5.0 99 34 37 41 9-8
58 G 5.0 120 35 29 40 9-5
59 G 5.0 117 41 39 43 9-0
60 B 5.0 111 33 36 45 8-10
61 G 5.0 103 29 32 34 9-6
62 G 5.0 102 32 35
,
43 9-4
63 B 4.9 37 37 33 8-9
64 G 4.9 96 33 43 9-5
65 G 4.9 107 35 32 35 8-11
66 G 4.9 128 28 31 32 9-1
67 G 4.9 119 26 37 9-0
68 G 4.9 118 23 26 25 5-11
69 G 4.9 114 41 45 44 9-5
70 G 4.9 100 33 28 9-5
71 B 4.8 63 42 35 47 14-5
72 B 4.8 42 44 40 9-3
73 4.8 92 33 34 43 9-11

Pupils Sex Reeding
Achievement
i.q. Silent Silent
& Oral
Oral Chron.
Age
74 G 4.8 92 43 37 33 10-11
75 4.8 121 37 39 41 -5
76 nu- 4.8 107 21 24 23 9-2
77 4.7 87 41 43 48 10-6
78 3 4.7 90 30 26 43 10-5
79 G 4.6 115 33 33 36 8-11
80 G 4.6 95 14 23 20 9-4
81 B 4.6 94 28 34 35 10-2
82 G 4.6 91 20 23 ' 34 9-5
83 D 4.6 117 34 40 46 9-0
84 B 4.5 94 19 31 9-2
85 B 4.5 93 35 36 33 9-10
86 B 4.5 93 28 28 34 9-6
87 G 4.5 107 24 23 27 9-2
88 G 4.5 107 35 37 40 9-7
89 B 4.5 104 48 46 44 10-7
90 G 4.4 80 16 20 21 9-10
91 B 4.4 76 22 25 42 10-3
92 B 4.4 98 24 22 38 8-9
93 G 4.4 97 30 29 43 9-7
94 3 4.4 96 31 31 38 9-7
95 G 4.4 114 25 28 35 9-0
96 G 4.4 104 36 33 39 9-9
97 B 4.4 100 36 34 45 9-5
98 G 4.3 89 15 21 23 10-4
99 G 4.3 86 26 29 31 10-5
100 B 4.3 109 23 28 46 9-9
101 G 4.3 80 29 29 . 9-9
102 G 4.3 99 26 29 28 9-9
103 C- 4.3 96 27 23 41 9-5
104 B 4.3 114 21 22 32 8-10
105 B 4.3 107 43 44 44 10-0
106 G 4.3 104 28 31 43 9-4
107 G 4.3 104 29 27 36 9-1
108 G 4.3 101 26 34 27 8-11
109 B 4.2 89 25 22 43 10-4
110 B 4.2 98 31 28 37 8-11

Pupils Sex Reading
Achievement
I.Q. Silent Silent
& Oral
Oral Chr on.
Age
111 G 4.2 92 25 27 30 9-4
112 G 4.2 105 14 35 45 9-2
113 B 4.1 93 29 30 26 9-0
114 B 4.1 93 48 32 35 10-0
115 G 4.0 86 31 24 24 9-10
116 B 4.0 96 34 29 46 8-11
117 B 4.0 95 25 29 31 11-0
118 B 4.0 87 37 30 41 10-7
119 G 4.0 90 28 29 38 10-6
120 B 3.9 89 17 10 28 8-8
121 G 3.9 36 16 20 25 9-0
122 B 3.9 91 28 18 42 9-4
123 G 3.9 106 19 25 26 8-11
124 G 3.9 105 26 31 30 9-0
125 B 3.8 74 27 35 34 11-6
126 B 3.8 97 43 40 43 10-5
127 G 3.8 96 17 8 19 9-5
128 G 3.8 90 24 29 39 10-7
129 B 3.8 106 12 18 23 9-2
130 B 3.7 94 28 29 40 9-6
131 G 3.7 92 23 19 22 9—4
132 G 3.6 81 16 21 30 11-3
133 B 3.6 102 32 39 47 8-8
134 G 3.5 80 23 29 48 10-2
135 B 3.4 83 27 27 42 9-9
136 B 3.4 73 22 31 40 11-3
137 B 3.3 81 24 23 37 9-9
138 B 3.3 75 23 29 43 9-5
139 B 3.2 84 23 24 36 9-2
140 G 3.0 60 13 16 36 13-3

SEX DIFFERENCES
Boys Girls
Pair
Ho.
Reading
Achieve-
ment
Silent
Reading
Hearing Diff. Reading
Achieve-
ment
Silent
Reading
Hearing Diff#
1 8.0 52 56 4 7.9 45 50 5
2 7.9 53 53 0 7.9 39 53 14
3 7.3 44 50 6 7.3 43 48 5
4 05 . CO 48 40 -8 6.8 44 42 -2
5 6.5 38 41 3 6.6 34 44 10
6 6.5 44 40 -4 6.5 42 42 0
7 6.2 45 52 7 6.2 45 51 6
8 6.2 42 53 11 6.1 38 40 2
9 6.1 32 42 1C 6.1 44 47 3
1C 6.1 39 46 7 6.1 46 41 -5
11
' '
6.1 43 50 7
l
—
1
•
CO 37 48 11
12 6.0 41 45 4 6.0 41 33 -3
13 5.8 43 48 5 5.8 35 44 9
14 5.8 46 52 6 5.3 30 46 16
15 5.6 27 46 19 5.6 31 47 16
16 5.5 42 36 -6 5.5 36 33 -3
i
17 5.3 38 41 5.4 29 33 4
18 5.3 40 47 7 5.4 30 41 11
19 5.3 46 42 -4 5.4 47 45 -2
20 5.2 22 35 13 5.3 29 46 17
21 5.2 39 42 3 5.3 30 36 6
22 5.2 41 47 6 5.2 40 42 2
23 5.1 28 44 16 5.0 35 40 5
24 5.0 33 45 12 5.0 29 34 5
25 6.0 33 45 12 5.0 32 43 11
26 5.0 34 41 7 5.0 41 43 2
27 4.9 37 33 -4 4.9 33 25 -8
28 4.8 33 43 10 4.9 35 35 0
29 • CO 37 41 4 4.9 41 44 3
30 CO• 42 47 5 4.8 21 23 2
31 4.8 42 40 -2 4.8 43 33 -10
32 4.7 30 43 13 4.6 14 20 6
33 4.6 28 35 7 4.6 20 34 14

Boys Girls
Pa ir
lie.
Reading
Achieve-
ment
Silent
Reading
Hearing Diff
.
Reading
Achieve-
ment
Silent
Reading
Hearing Diff.
34 4.6 34 46 12 4.6 33 36 3
35 4.5 19 31 12 4.5 24 27 3
36 4.5 28 34 6 4.5 35 40 5
37 4.4 24 38 14 4.4 16 21 5
38 4.4 22 42 20 4.4 25 35 10
39 4.4 31 38 7 4.4 30 43 13
40 4.4 36 45 9 4.4 36 39 3
41 4.3 21 32 11 4.3 15 23 8
42 4.3 23 46 23 4.3 27 41 14
43 4.3 43 44 1 4.3 26 28 2
44 4.2 25 43 18 4.2 25 30 5
45 4.2 28 37 9 4.2 14 45 31
46 4.1 26 -3 4.0 31 24 -7
47 4.0 25 31 6 4 .
'
28 38 10
48 3.9 28 42 14 3.9 16 25
49 3.9 17 28 11 3.9 19 26 7
50 3.8 27 34 7 3.9 26 30 4
51 3.8 43 43 0 3.8 24 39 15
52 3.8 12 23 11 3.8 17 13 2
53 3.7 28 40 12 3.7 23 22 -1
54 3.6 32 47 15 3.6 16 30 14
55 3.4 22 40 18 3.4 27 42 15

The Bold Plan of Robert LaSalle
LaSalle was the greatest of all the
French explorers in America. His first
great work was to explore the Ohio River
as far down as the present city of
Louisville, Kentucky. Then he spent many
years travelling around the Great Lakes
and paddling up the rivers of the ter-
ritory which is now Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois. Everywhere he went he traded
with the Indians and learned all that
they could tell him about the country.
LaSalle wanted very much to explore
the Mississippi River. Although Joliet
and Father Marquette said that it emptied
into the Gulf of Mexico, he still hoped
that it might lead to the western ocean
and open the way to China. At last he
had his wish. In February, 1682, a lit-
tle fleet of bark canoes sailed out of
Lake Michigan into the Chicago River,
which flows through the present city of
Chicago.
There were twenty-three white men,
eighteen Indian warriors, ten squaws, and
three Indian children in the boats, and
LaSalle was in command. Under LaSalle
was his trusted friend, Henry Tonty.
Tonty was known as ’’Tonty of the Iron
Hand,” beoause he had lost one of his
hands in the wars in Europe, and wore an
iron hand in its place.
On April 9, after many dangerous ad-
ventures, LaSalle and his little party
came to the mouth of the Mississippi. He
had been two months on the way since
leaving the place where Chicago now
stands. Men can make the same journey
now in a day and a half. At the mouth of
the river LaSalle set up a cross, gave
thanks to God, and then claimed the
great Mississippi Valley for France. He
named it Louisiana in honor of the king
of France, Louis the Fourteenth.
At the mouth of the Mississippi
River a grand plan came to LaSalle’s mind.
He knew that the Spaniards were settled
in Mexico, south of him; and he knew that
the English were on the Atlantic coast,
far to the east. His plan was to build
forts and make settlements along the
Mississippi River and around the Great
Lakes to Quebeo on the St. Lawrence.
Then France would have a line of settle-
ments arranged in a sort of half circle,
like a new moon, reaching all the way
from the mouth of the Mississippi River
to the mouth of the St. Lawrence.
With such a line of settlements,
LaSalle believed that France could hold
the two great river valleys forever.
Then, when the number of French settlers
increased in the valleys, they could make
war on the English and Spanish colonies
and win all North America for France.
It was a grand plan, but LaSalle
needed the help of the king to carry it
out. So he started back the way he had
come, and a year later he was in the gay
and splendid city of Paris, explaining
his plan to the French king.
The king approved the plan and gave
LaSalle permission to start a settlement
at the mouth of the Mississippi. This
colony was to be the first step in car-
rying out the plan. The forts up the
river would be built later.
In February, 1685, LaSalle landed on
the coast of Texas with nearly four
hundred men and a few women and ohildren.
His ships had lost their way and missed
the mouth of the Mississippi. The ships
now sailed back to France.
One of LaSalle's men wrote a book in
which he told what they did and what
happened to them in Texas. ’’First", he
says, ”we built a fort with a strong
fence around it to protect ourselves
from unfriendly Indians. These Indians
often came prowling around us, howling
like wolves and dogs. Three or four
musket shots usually put them to flight.
"One day I noticed that the water was
bubbling up, and found that it was
caused by some kind of fish jumping
about. I had a net brought to me, and
we caught a great many. Among them were
catfish, mullets, and some others about
the size of a herring. For several days
we had good cheer with them. We often
fished in this way, and the fish were
very useful to us for food.
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"By good luck we also discovered that,
in the little salt-water pools scattered
around, salt was made by the sun, I saw
that a white scum was forms d on the
water, and every two days I had this
skimmed off# It proved to be very white
and very good salt.
’’LaSalle now desired to go in search
of the Mississippi. He placed me in
command during his absence, and gave me
a list of everything jn the fort. There
were eight cannons, two hundred fire-
locks, as many cutlasses ( short -curved
swords), a hundred barrels of gun-powder,
three thousand pounds of rauskeb balls,
and about three hundred pounds of other
lead. There were also some bars of iron,
twenty bundles of iron to make nails,
and some tools such as hatchets. As for
provisions, there were only twenty casks
of meal, a cask and a half of wine,
three -fourths of a cask of brandy, some
hogs, a cock and a hen.
’’Knowing that idleness often gets men
into trouble, I tried in every way to
keep the men busy. Some of them I set to
cutting down the bushes around the fort,
others to felling trees, and still others
bo mowing the grass, so that fresh grass
might grow. At night I made them amuse
themselves with singing and dancing.
’’After we had been in that country
about two years LaSalle decided to make
another attempt to find the Mississippi
River, and he wanted me to go wibh him.
”0n the twelfth of January, 1687,
seventeen of us set out. We said fare-
well to our friends in the fort with as
much feeling as if we had foreseen that
we should never see them again.
y
"The first of March we met some Indians
On a former trip LaSalle had hid some
corn and beans a few miles from this
place. How, since our food was runnirg
short, he thought it best to send for
them. He described the place and told
some of the men to go there and gat them,
but they found them all rotted and ruined.
”0n their return the men came across
two buffaloes, and the Indian servant
killed them. They sent the servant back
to tell LaSalle that they would dry the
flesh, and that he could send horses for
it. LaSalle therefore ordered his nephew
to go with the servant and bring back a
load of meat.
"When the nephew arrived he found that
the men were smoking both of the buffaloes
but that the meat was not dry enough to
take baok to LaSalle. He got into a
quarrel with the men, and they killed him.
"The next day when LaSalle went to the
camp to find out what had become of his
nephew, one of the men hid in the bushes
and shot him through the head. He dropped
dead on the spot, without speaking a word.
So this great Frenchman died. He had
carried the Frenoh flag from Canada to
Texas, brying to win America for his
country, and had crossed more than a dozen
states in what is now the United States.
Only a few of LaSalle’s men escaped
from Texas. Some finally reached the
Mississippi River, made boats, and went
up to Tonty's fort in Illinois. The
Spaniards captured eight or ten. All the
rest of the unfortunate band either died
of disease or v/ere killed by Indians.
Adapted from "Our Nation Begins"
by barker, Dodd, and Webb
Row, Peterson & Co.
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School Name
Directions ; Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words or
phrases at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the one that
makes the sentence correct.
The Bold Plan of Robert LaSalle
hunted together
1. Everywhere that LaSalle went he and the Indians fought
traded
lived together
China
Texas
France
Gulf of Mexico
two weeks
three months
two months
two days
two days
5. Now men can make the same journey in two we e ks
one and a half weeks
one and a half days
Mexico
6. LaSalle claimed the Mississippi Valley for the United States
France
England
Mississippi
7* LaSalle named the land St. LawTence
Louisiana
Texas
cities
8, Along the river he planned to build forts
roads
banks
9, LaSalle’s country would then have settlements
from the mouth of the Mississippi to
cross
10. At the mouth of the river LaSalle set up a fort
flag
house
France
Mexico
Louisiana
North America
father
men
king
president
400
100
500
200
11. LaSalle thought that with more French
settlers they could conquer all of
12. To get permission to start settle-
ments, LaSalle had to ask his
Louisiana
13. LaSalle landed in Texas
Mexico
Canada
14. The number of people with LaSalle was
Texas
Mexico
the Gulf of Mexico
the Great Lakes
2. He wanted to explore the Mississippi because
he thought that it might be a nev; way to
3. Henry Tonty had
an iron hand
an iron foot
a wooden leg
a crut ch
4. To sail from the Great Lakes to the mouth
of the Mississippi it took LaSalle
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15# His ships had missed the mouth of the
Mississippi
St. Lav/renco
Ohio
Missouri
city-
16. First the men built a house
boat
fort
17. LaSalle and his men had to protect themselves from the
boats
18. To catch the fish the men used spears
hooks and lines
nets
a scum form
19. LaSalle’s men discovered that the sun made food cook
sms.ll pools
much game
oysters
20. From the water the men gathered shells
clams
salt
cut lasses
21. LaSalle’s men called the curved swords spears
knives
javelins
22. LaSalle decided to make a second attempt to find the
St . Lawrence
Mississippi
Gulf of Mexico
Great Lakes
wild animals
soldiers
Indians
enemy guns
23 i On a former trip he had hidden some
corn and beans
meat
fish
rice and oats
24. IMien they arrived they found that the food had
buffaloes
25. An Indian servant killed two deer
enemies
horses
disappeared
been stolen
rotted
melted
rice and oats
26. LaSalle sent to the camp for fish
corn and beans
meat
leader
27. The person whom LaSalle sent was his servant
ne phew
guide
hurt
28. When LaSalle went to the camp he was welcomed
killed
invited
Miss issippi
29. LaSalle carried his flag from Canada to Mexico
Louisiana
Texas
Ameri ca
Mexico
Texas
Louisiana
30. He had tried to win all of
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How a Bird is Built
The first thing that you will notice
when you look at a bird closely is, of
course, that it has feathers. No other
animal has feathers.
The next thing that you may notice is
the bird’s shape. The body of a bird is
streamlined, or rounded and tapered sc
that it can pass through the air easily.
The head and neck cut the air as the bird
flies. The air flows easily over the
rounded body of the bird and then slides
off the end of the tail without any
"suction," whioh would tend to hold the
bird back. The tail also acts as a rud-
der, to steer the bird and to steady it
as it flies, in much the same way that
the elevator and rudder of an airplane
steer and steady the airplane. The tips
of the wings help the bird to tilt, just
as the ailerons in airplane wings help
the airplane to tilt, or "bank." The
feet act as "landing gear," like the
wheels on an airplane. In fact, an air-
plane is built something like a bird.
As the bird is a living flying machine
its body must be strong and yet light,
like an airplane or a dirigible. The
bones are thin, and most of them are
hollow. This gives them the greatest
strength for their weight.
The backbone, instead of being made up
of a number of separate heavy bones, like
yours, is a thin but strong plate. The
light ribs join the backbone and the
breastbone, which in the birds is called
the keel.
The keel is an important bone in the
bird, for the strong muscles that move
the wing are fastened to it. In all
flying birds it is large, yet flat and
light. It extends outward from the ribs
and looks something like the keel of a
§hip. You may have noticed the keel on
a chicken or a turkey when it was being
carved. In strong flying birds, like the
eagle, the keel is very large. In the
few birds that do not fly at all, like
the ostrich and the penguin, the breast-
bone is small and not keel-shaped.
The wings of a bird correspond to the
forelegs of a furry animal or to our arms.
You can easily see this when the feathers
are removed. If you strip all the meat
off a chicken’s wing bones, for example,
you will see the same general pattern as
that of a person’s arm and hand.
The length of the wing usually depends
on the length of the wing bone, which
forms the part of the wing that is attach-
ed to the body. In birds that move their
wings rapidly when they fly, this bone is
very short and strong. But in birds like
the hawks, that move their wings more
slowly, and that often sail on motionless
wings, this bone is long so that the wing
can be longer and larger.
Now, we come to the bird’s legs. In
your leg, the thigh bone, the one from the
hip to the knee, is the longest. In birds
it is the shortest. Even in the long-
legged birds like the stork, the thigh
bone is short. The length comes in the
bone from the knee to the foot.
If you have read Alice in Wonderland,
you may recall that Alice was very much
surprised when she found that the " .n,;
flamingo’s knees bent the wrong way, or
backward instead of forward. You, too,
may have wondered why a bird's knees bend
backward. As a matter of fact, they don’t
bend backward any more than yours do.
What you think are the bird’s knees are
really its heels. The knee is higher up,
and the reason why you don’t notice it is
that it is covered with feathers. A bird
walks on its toes.
The first thing you notice about most
birds’ heads is the beak. We shall find
out more about beaks later. We should
keep in mind, though, that the beak is
really the horny outer end of the jawbone.
Birds never have any teeth. The beak
often forms the larger part of the bird’s
head. The head is small for the body, and
nearly flat on top.
Most birds have very keen sight, and
their eyes are so placed that they can see
more than we can, on each side and above.
A chimney swift, traveling eighty miles an

2hour, oan see and capture tiny beetles in
the air no larger than a pinhead. Or a
hawk, floating high above a field, can
see a mouse moving about on the ground
far below it*
It is important also for birds to have
keen hearing, in order to catch their
prey or to avoid their enemies. Birds
have ears, although you cannot see them,
for they are hidden under the feathers.
The long tufts of feathers that owls have
are not connected at all with the ears.
They are merely headdresses.
Birds have such good hearing that they
can hear sounds that we cannot hear.
During the 'World War, parrots were kept
in some of the French forts to give warn-
ing of enemy airplanes. They showed by
their actions that they could hear an
airplane long before it could be seen or
heard by the soldiers in the fort.
Some birds are able to smell fairly
well, although we do not know yet just
how much birds depend on their sense of
smell to help them. Neither do we know
whether or not a bird can really taste
its food as we can. A bird probably
depends more on sight and touch in
selecting its proper food than it does on
taste
•
As birds have no teeth, and so cannot
chew their food, they pick it up and
swallow it rapidly, without waiting for
it to be chewed before swallowing. But
this food must be ground *up before it
goes to the stomach. And as it takes
much longer to grind it up than it takes
to swallow it, it must be stored some-
where in the meantime.
This place where the bird’s food is
stored is an enlarged portion of the gul-
let called the crop. Here the food is
softened somewhat while it is waiting to
be ground up. Then it goes to the giz-
zard, where it is ground. The gizzard is
really a part of the bird’s stomach. The
walls of the gizzard are made of thick,
strong muscles, and the inner surface is
hard and rough, with numerous ridges
running across it. The strong muscles
squeeze and push the food over the rough
surface until it is ground up. Some
birds swallow bits of shell or small
stones which help the grinding.
Suppose that in place of arms you had
wings. Then you would have no fingers to
grasp with, and you would not be able to
move your wings in so many directions as
you do your arms. How would you pick
things up? How would you eat? How would
you arrange things in your room and do all
the other things that you do with your
hands ?
Birds must use their beaks and their
feet to do things, for they have no hands.
The beak of eaoh kind of bird has become
just the right shape to be very useful to
that kind of bird. In other words, it
has become adapted for the work that it
must do.
The beak is used mainly for picking
up food, but it is also used as a tool
and a weapon. It is a knife, fork, and
spoon, and sometimes a hammer, chisel,
pinchers, or even a nutcracker, - all in
one •
Adapted from: ’’Plants and Animals”
by Phillips and Wright
D. C. Heath & Co.
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Name School
Directions: Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words or phrases
at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the one that makes the
sentnce correct.
How a Bird is Built
1. The bird’s body is streamlined so that the air can easily
hold it back
hold it up
slide off
push it
head
2. The part of the body that steers the bird is the tail
wings
feet
head
3. The part of the body that helps the bird tip sideways is the tail
wings
feet
4* The part of the body that acts like landing gear is the
an airplane
5. A bird is built something like a boat
a train
a balloon
back
tail
wings
feet
light
6. The bird’s body must be large
small
. heavy
7. The bird’s backbone is different from ours because it has
8, The breastbone of the bird is called the
bow
rudder
keel
landing gear
many bones
two plates
a few bones
one plate
9. The muscles that move the wings are fastened to the
flying birds
10. The breastbone is largest; in land birds
the ohioken
the penguin
11. The bird’s wings are somewhat like a furry animal’s
rudder
legs
backbone
breastb one
shoulders
front legs
hind legs
breastbone
ribs
12. The bird’s wing bones are shaped like our legs
arms
shoulders
only a little
13. The birds that have the longest wing bones are those that fly fast
carefully
slowly
upper part
14. The longest part of a bird’s leg is the lower part
foot
ankle
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forward
15. Birds’ knees seem to bend either way
backward
sideways
ankle
16* The part that looks like the bird’s knee is really its heel
toes
thigh
17. Birds really walk on their
heels
ankles
toes
thighs
18. The beak is part of the bird’s
19. A bird’s sight is
no good
very good
fair
poor
20. Birds’ ears are
no good
poor
large
hidden
poor
21. Birds’ teeth are good
missing
small
22. The bird’s food is stored in its
jawbone
collarbone
teeth
thigh
gizzard
crop
st oma oh
mouth
23. The bird’s food is ground up in its
gizzard
crop
mouth
beak
24. To help grind their food birds have strong
muscles
ne rve s
teeth
beaks
25. Birds use both their beaks and feet in
somewhat the same way that we use our
X-
hands
teeth
arms
feet
head
26. The part of the bird’s body that is used tail
like the rudder of an airplane is the wings
feet
small
27. Most of the bird’s bones are large
hollow
heavy
28. In an ostrich the breastbone is
large
small
heavy
keel-shaped
poor
29. A bird’s hearing is fair
fairly good
keen
30. To choose its food a bird depends mostly upon
taste
smell
sight and touch
smell and taste
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The Story of Captain Francisco Coronado
When Cabeza de Vaca reached Mexico,
the governor asked him if he had seen any
mines of silver or gold. He replied that
he had seen nothing but wild, bare land.
Then he said that the Indians had told
him of seven cities in the North so rich
that the houses were decorated with
precious stones. His report oaused the
governor to send Captain Francisco
Coronado to conquer these cities about
which such wonderful tales were told.
Captain Coronado made careful pre-
parations for his march. He had three
hundred and fifty soldiers. Each soldier
had two or three horses. A thousand
Indian servants drove five hundred cattle
and five thousand sheep to provide food
for the men. These herds were the first
cattle to graze on the grassy plains of
what is now the United States.
Coronado marched slewly up through
northern Mexico into what is now Arizona,
and then eastward into New Mexico and
Texas. He found no jeweled cities, but
the Indians along the way always told him
of a wonderful city farther on. The
truth is that the Spaniards were ’’eating
the Indians out of house and home,’’ and
the poor red men could only get rid of
their unwelcome guests by telling them of
rich lands far away.
One of the men who was with Coronado
wrote a book when he got baok home, and
told about the Indians and some of the
curious tales that they told. He said:
"Among the Indians there was a chief
whom our men called Whiskers, because he
wore a long moustache. He was a tall,
well-built young fellow, with a fine
figure
.
"The Indians brought presents of tan-
ned hides, shields, and head-pieces,
which we very gladly accepted. The gen-
eral gave them in return some glass
dishes and little bells, which they
prized highly because they had never seen
such things before.
"They described some animals v/hich,
from a picture that one of them had
painted on his skin, appeared to be cows,
although the hair was woolly and tangled.
"There was an Indian there whom the
men called the Turk, because he looked
like a Turk. This Indian said that in
his country there was a river five miles
wide running through a level plain. In
it there were fish as large as horses.
Upon it floated many immense boats with
sails, each boat having more than twenty
rowers on a side. The captains of these
boats sat under awnings at the rear end,
and on the front end of each there perched
a great golden eagle.
"The ruler of the country, he said,
took his afternoon nap under a large tree
on which hung a great number of little
gold bells, that put him to sleep as they
swung in the air. He said also that in
his country everyone had his ordinary
dishes made of silver, and the jugs and
bowls were of gold."
At a place in what is now New Mexico,
the Indians told of a great and splendid
city which they called Quivira. They had
never seen Quivira, but other Indians
had told them of it.
So, painfully the Spaniards pressed on,
into what are today the states of
Oklahoma and Kansas, hunting the splendid
city.
What happened on the march is told by
the Spaniard who wrote the book. He says
:
"We came across many ’hump-backed
cattle,’ or buffaloes, and the men who
were in front killed a large number. As
the cattle fled they trampled on another
in their haste. When they came to a
ravine, so many fell into it that they
filled it up, and the rest crossed over
them. The men who were chasing them on
horseback also fell in among the cattle
before they noticed where they were going.
Three of the horses that fell in, all
saddled and bridled, were lost sight of
completely.
"A storm came up one afternoon with a
very high wind and hail. In a short
space of time hailstones as big as bowls
or bigger fell as thick as raindrops. In
places they covered the ground a foot or
more deep. There was not a horse that did
not break away, except two or three which
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the servants protected by holding large
nets over them. Some of them dashed up
the sides of the ravine and were brought
down only with great diffioulty.
"The hail broke many tents, dented
many helmets, wounded many of the horses,
and broke all the gourds and the crookery
o? the army.
"This was no small loss, because they
do not have any crockery nor raise gourds
in this region. Neither do they sow corn,
nor eat bread; but instead they eat fruit
and raw meat - or meat only half cooked.
"The Indians here travel with troops
of dogs loaded with tents and tent poles.
The loads are fastened to pack saddles
with girths. When a load becomes loosen**
ed the dogs howl, calling seme one to fix
them right.
"They are a kind people, are not cruel
and are faithful friends. They are able
to make themselves very well understood
by means of signs.
"They eat raw flesh and drink blood,
but do not eat human flesh. They dry
the meat they eat in the sun, cutting it
thin like a leaf. Ylien it is dry, they
grind it like meal to keep it, and make
a sort of soup of it to eat. They season
it with fat, which they always try to
secure when they kill a buffalo cow.
"They cut open the hide of a cow at the
the back and pull it off at the joints,
using a flint knife as large as a finger,
tied in a little stick. They do this
with as much ease as if they had a good
iron tool to work with, and their quick-
ness is something worth seeing. They
sharpen the flint with their own teeth."
On and on the Spaniards rede, but
Quivira was always just beyond. It was
like a will-o’-the-wisp or the foot rf
the rainbow. Coronado could never over-
take it, no matter how hard he tried.
Finally the men would go no farther,,
Their clothes were in tatters, their
horses were worn out, and their bodies
were sore from bruises and wounds given
them by some of the Indians with whom
they fought.
Sadly Coronado gave the order to return.
He believed that in one more week, in one
more day, perhaps, if he could have gone
on, he might have reached Quivira. In
his long journey Coronado passed through
parts of our present states of Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.
Some of his men went into California.
Some of them discovered the Grand Canyon
in Arizona, one of the most beautiful and
wonderful sights to be seen in all our
country.
The date of Coronado’s journey was
1540. It had been twenty years since
Cortez conquered Mexico. Pizarro had
conquered Peru only a few years before.
And at the very same time DeSoto and his
men were painfully hunting for their
"Rich Kingdom" in the forests of Alabama,
Mississippi, and Arkansas.
Adapted from; "Our Nation Begins"
by Barker, Dodd, and Webb
Row, Peterson & Co.
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Directions
:
Te^&t T3X
Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words or phrases
at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the one that makes the
sentence correct.
The Story of Francisco Coronado
1. Cabeza de Vaca told the governor
that he had seen nothing but
Indian villages
bare land
jeweled cities
mine s of s ilver
2. The Indians had told him about cities
where the houses were decorated with
silver and gold
glass windows
bright colors
precious stones
explore the land
3, De Vaca’s report made the governor send Coronado to conquer the cities
trade with the Indians
destroy the cities
horses
4, Each of Coronado’s soldiers had two or three guns
cattle
sheep
5, The Indian servants drove five hundred
horses
sheep
cattle
deer
6. They also drove five thousand
horses
sheep
cattle
deer
7. The animals were to give the men
clothing
rides
food
skins
8. On the way Coronado found no
bare land
food
Indian villages
jeweled cities
go away
9. The Indians told the white men about rich get rich
lands far away in order to have them explore them
conquer them
much of the Indians* food
10. The white men ate none of the Indians’ food
little of the Indians’ food
only their own food
11. The Indian chief was called T/Vhiskers because he wore
a beard
a moustache
a wig
long hair
12. The Indians gave the Spaniards presents of
tanned hides
dishes and bells
silver
beads
13. Coronado gave the Indians some
tanned hides
dishes and bells
silver
beads
silver
china
clay
gold
14, Turk told about a country where the ordinary dishes were made of
lev
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
He also told about fish that -were as large as
reindeer
The hump-backed cattle -were cews
moose
buffaloes
As the cattle fled, some of them fell into a
cows
horses
sheep
dogs
lake
river
hole
creek
During the storm the hailstones were as large as
marbles
balls
bowls
beads
rope s
During the storm the men held some of the horses with reins
nets
harnesses
Some cattle crossed the ravine by going over
boards
a bridge
other cattle
the horses
The hail broke many
The hail dented many
dishe s
windows
buckets
tents
he lmets
buckets
pails
dishe s
In that region the Indians usually ate
raw meat
corn and bread
cooked meat
raw vegetables
The Indians’ tents were carried on
The Indians treated the white men
chopping it
Sometimes the Indians prepared their meat by washing it
cooling it
drying it
pictures
To make themselves understood by English
the white men the Indians used messengers
signs
flint
The Indians used knives made of steel
tin
copper
horses
the backs of reindeer
men
dogs
cruelly
kindly
badly
strangely
after finding Quivira
Coronado returned without finding Quivira
after conquering Quivira
to tell about Quivira
1540
1640
1740
1940
30. The date of Coronado’s journey wwas
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How a Fish is Built
The body of a fish is adapted for
swimming and for life in the water. A
fish’s body is perfectly streamlined.
It is widest near the front end, and
tapers gradually toward the thin, flat
tail,
A fish has two pairs of fins, which
can move like our arms and legs. These
fins are on the sides of the fish. The
tail of the fish ends in a broad, flat
fin, which can be moved by the muscles in
the fish’s tail. Along the back and
under side, on the same line as the tail
fin, there are usually two or more fins
that stand straight out.
A fish does most of its swimming with
its fail fin. As it swims, it bends the
tail first to one side, then to the other.
This sends the fish rapidly through the
water, and at the same time, the tail
helps to steer the fish. Thus the tail
fin is both a propeller and a rudder.
The two pairs of side fins are not
used much while the fish is swimming
rapidly. They do help to steer the fish,
though, especially upward or downward.
Mien the fish is moving slowly, the side
fins are used instead of the tail fin to
push the fish forward. They help the
fish to turn quickly, aixd are used to
make the fish go backward. They also act
as brakes when the fish wants to check
its speed.
The fins along the back and under side
act as keels to steady the fish and to
keep it in an upright position as it
swims . The side fins also help the fish
to keep its balance. The back fin can be
opened out wide or folded up like a fan.
It can also be twisted a little from one
side to the other. This helps in steer-
ing.
h.
In most fishes the body is covered
with small scales, which overlap like the
shingles on a roof. All of these scales
point backward, like the feathers on a
bird’s body, so that the water will pass
over them easily. Fishes that do not
have scales usually have a very thick
skin.
Along the sides of the fish’s body
there is a line of dots, called the
lateral line. You can see it on every
fish if you look closely. Each of the
dots in the lateral line is connected
with a nerve that can feel the difference
between greater or l^ss pressure in the
water. The pressure of the water, you
know, becomes greater and greater as you
go down. The lateral line thus helps the
fish to know how far down in the water he
is. Some science men think that the
lateral line helps the fish to hear, or
at least to feel the vibrations that come
through the water.
Fishes do not have any ears, - at least
none that we can see. Underneath the skin
they do have a pair of very imperfect ears
but they cannot hear well with them. They
probably are more useful in helping the
fish to keep its balance than in hearing.
The fish’s eyes are generally large
and always look wide open, because there
are no eyelids. The eyes are movable,
and are placed well on the sides of the
head. This helps the fish to see on all
sides, for a fish has no neck and there-
fore cannot turn its head. The small
nostrils can be seen near the mouth.
These lead to little sacs which help the
fish to smell. But the nostrils are not
connected with breathing, as they are in
our bodies.
Some fishes have feelers that extend
out from the upper or the lower jaw.
These feelers, which are called barbels,
help the fish in locating food. Most
fishes that have barbels feed along the
bottom. s they swim slowly along, the
barbels drag over the mud. "Whenever
these barbels strike anything that can be
used for food, the fish stops and examines
it. The bullhead, or horned pout, is one
of the best known of the fishes that have
barbels.
One of the most important differences
between fish and the animals that live on
land is the way in which fish breathe.
You remember that when we learned what
living things are made of, we found that
all animals must have oxygen. Many
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animals take the oxygen from the air they
breathe in. The oxygen goes into the
animal's blood and is taken to the dif-
ferent parts of the animal’s body, where
it is combined with the carbon of the body
to make carbon dioxide. This carbon dio-
xide then goes into the blood. In the
land animals, it is carried to the lungs,
and is then breathed out into the air.
Now fish, as well as the land animals,
must have oxygen, only they do not need
quite so much. The oxygen must be taken
into the fish's blood and the carbon
dioxide given off, as it is in the land
animals
•
How does the fish get its oxygen?
Strange as it may seem to you, there is
air in water, but it is in such tiny
particles that you do not notice it. We
say the air is dissolved in the water.
Air gets into the water when the wind
blows over it and tumbles the waves about,
or when the water is running down rapids or
over waterfalls.
To get the oxygen from bhe air that is
dissolved in the water, fish have gills,
which are very different from the land
animals' lungs. Gills look like white
or pink fringes. They are located on each
side of the head, and each set is covered
by a thick, tough plate, called a gill
cover. The back and lower edges of the
gill covers can lift up to let water pass
from the mouth over the gills and out from
under their loose edges.
If you have ever watched a goldfish,
you may have noticed that it seemed to be
continually swallowing water. A fish does
not swallow water. Each time it opens its
mouth, it takes in a little water. Then
when the mouth is closed, the water is
driven over the gills and out through the
gill openings. In the gills the blood
vessels are close to the surface.
When the water passes over them,
the oxygen that is dissolved in the water-
passes through the thin walls of the gills
into the blood vessels, and so into the
blood stream.
Fish cannot get oxygen directly from
the air, for their gills are not adapted
for air breathing. The gills are very
delicate. If they are not kept moist,
the oxygen cannot pass through the thin
membrane that covers the blood vessels.
That is the reason why fish die after
they have been out of the water for a
while. The air dries the gills so that
the fish cannot get any oxygen.
You may have wondered how a fish can
stay at any level in the water. Every
fish has an air sac, called the swim
bladder. When the amount of air in the
swim bladder is increased, the fish rises.
When it is decreased, the fish sinks. We
are not sure yet just how the fish in-
creases or decreases the air in its swim
bladder. Some science men think they do
it by compressing the air by means of
muscles around the swim bladder when they
wish to sink, and allowing the air to
expand when they wish to rise. Others
think that when the fish wants to rise,
gases are formed in the swim bladder; and
when it wants to sink, these gases are
absorbed into the walls of the swim
bladder.
Adapted from "Plants and Animals"
by Phillips and Wright
D. C. Heath & Co.
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School Name Test IE
Directions: Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words or
phrases at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the one
that makes the sentence correct.
How a Fish is Built
1. A fish has two pairs of fins that can move like
arms and legs
wings
a tail
feet and hands
tail fin
2. A fish does most of its swimming with its side fins
back fins
under fins
fins
3. The fish usually steers itself with its head
tail
gills
back fins
4. When the fish is moving slowly he pushes himself forward with his tail
under fins
side fins
back fins
5. In turning quickly or going backward the fish uses its tail
under fins
side fins
swimming
6. The fins along the back and under side up straight
act as keels to keep the fish flat
in the water
side fin
7. The fin that can be opened like a fan is the back fin
under fin
tail fin
0. The scales on a fish are arranged like
upward
9. The scales point downward
frontward
ba ckward
shingles
a fan
wings
steps
10. Fish have scales
always
never
usually
occasionally
11. The lateral line is on the fish’s
head
sides
tail
stomach
12. The dots in the lateral line are connected with the
tail
fins
muscles
nerves
air pressure
13. The lateral line helps the fish to know his speed
water pressure
his enemies
lateral line
14. Fish hear with their ears
gills
fins
missing
15. The fish’s ears are good
perfe ct
hidden
'.
•I
216* The fish’s eyes look different from ours because they have no
pupils
eyel ids
color
iris
17, The fish cannot turn his head because he has no
smelling
18, The fish’s nostrils help only -with breathing
eating
swimming
19, The barbels which some fish have help them in
ne ck
muscle s
shoulders
bonos
swimming
breathing
finding enemies
finding food
lungs
20, Fish get oxygen from air which is dissolved in the sky
water
blood
lungs
21. To get the oxygen from the air the fish must use his scales
gills
fins
tube
22. The oxygen passes into the blood vessels through a nerve
mus cle
membrane
air
23. Fish cannot get oxygen directly from water
blood
gills
down
24. When the air in the swim bladder is increased the fish will go up
forward
ba ckward
decreased
25. The fish sinks when the air in the swim bladder is increased
blown up
wet
feelers
26. The fish’s barbels are really horns
jaws
barbs
a platter
27. The thick, tough plate on eaoh side of a fish’s head is called an ear
a flap
a gill cover
men
28. The smallest amount of oxygen is needed by land animals
birds
fish
strong
29. The fish’s gills are hard
delicate
yellow
gills
30. Some scientists think that in order to fins
change the air in the bladder the fish uses his nerves
muscles
r*
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Wolfe and Montoalm at Quebec
The last important battle between the
English and the French was fought in the
city of Quebec, which is built on a high
cliff on the north bank of the St.
Lawrenoe River. The sides of the oliff
are very steep, but the land at the top,
where the city stands, is open and level.
Here the French made their last stand
against the English. They knew that if
Quebec fell, they could no longer hold
Canada or any part of America. The Eng-
list knew that if they could take Quebec,
they could take Canada and drive the
French from America. Both sides knew
that the strugglo for Quebec would be
fierce and terrible. France selected one
of its test generals to hold the plaoe,
and England selected its best commander
to take it.
The French general was Marquis do
Montcalm, a skillful officer who had won
many victories in Europe. He was a hand-
some, dignified man who wore white lace
cuffs and a powdered wig, as men did at
that time. When he was a boy, he wrote
his father that he wanted to be a brave
and Christian gentleman, a good scholar,
a good horseman, a good swordsman, and an
obedient son. At the time of the battle
he was forty-seven years old.
When the king of France wrote Montcalm
to hold Quebec at all costs, he replied,
”1 shall do everything to save this
unhappy colony, or die.”
The English commander was General James
Wolfe. He seemed to be a born soldier.
He had been in military service since he
was a mere boy. He was over six feet
tall, had delicate features, a dimple in
his chin, and red hair which he v. :>uld not
cover with a wig. He liked to hunt, play
chess, and dance. He was fond of dogs and
loved children. He had a frail body, but
he had an iron will. Y/hen he once set his
mind on doing a thing, he hung on like a
bulldog until he got it done. He never
gave up and quit.
Ytfhen the king sent Wolfe to America,
some men who did not like him complained
that he was mad. ”Mad, is he?” King
George replied. ’’Well, I hope he will
bite some of my other generals so that
they too will become mad.” The king knew
that Wolfe would fight, and that was what
he wanted him to do.
When General Yfolfe arrived in front of
Quebec, he found it defended by Montcalm
with about eight thousand French seldiers,
and his Indian friends. Wolfe shelled the
town with his cannon, but could do little
harm because it was so high and so well
protected hy the cliffs. For days and
weeks the English ships lay in the river,
both above and below Quebec, but there
seemed no way to reach the French on the
he ights
•
Once Wolfe captured some high French
officers, and as he loved oompany, he had
them to dine with him.
In speaking of Montcalm, Wolfe said to
his prisoner guests: ”If your general
were a great general, he would come out
and fight me.”
A quick-witted Frenchman replied:
’’General Wolfe, if you were a great gen-
eral, you would make him.” After a long
time, Wolfe did make General Montoalm
fight him and proved himself the greater
of the two generals.
For a time Wolfe was quite ill, and
while he was in bed he told his officers
to hold a council and see if they could
find a way to get to Montcalm or make him
come out. The officers held the council
and went over all the plans they could
think of, but none of them promised much
success.
While he was still on his cot, weakened
with fever, V/olfe said to his doctor?
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"I know you can not cure me, "but patch
me up S9 that I may be able to do my duty
for a few days."
He got better and made a plan to get
at the Frenoh. It was so daring that he
did not tell it to any of his officers
until he was ready to begin.
It was now September, and whatever was
done must be done quickly before winter
put an end to the fighting. Wolfe thought
he had found a way to send his men up the
cliff to the very gates of Quebec.
At one point there was a rough trail
that led upward over rocks and through
bushes to the top of the cliff. It was
so steep that even a goat would have
found it hard to climb in the dark, but
Wolfe determined to send his men up that
path at night. The French kept a small
guard at the top, but they never dreamed
of an attack there, because they did not
believe that the enemy could reach them
there
•
While the gunboats kept up a steady
firing from the river to hold the atten-
tion of the French, Wolfe started a lit-
tle party of twenty-four men up the
trail. Others and still others followed.
They beat off the guards and passed the
word down the line that the way was open.
The English could climb more rapidly
now, since they no longer had to steal up
the trail without noise. When morning
dawned, forty-eight hundred of Wolfe*
8
best soldiers were iii line ready to meet
the French. And General Wolfe himself
was there in command. He had scaled the
steen cliff with his men.
The French line came on with the brave
Montoalm at its head. From the French
line there was continual firing, but from
the English line not a shot was fired.
Wolfe had told his men to wait until the
French were within forty yards of them.
When they were within that distance, a
sharp command rang out:
"Present l Fire l"
Every gun blazed at once, and the roar
was like a cannon shot. Then another
volley, then scattered firing.
For an instant powder smoke covered the
scene, but when it lifted, the sight in
the French ranks was awful to behold. A
tumbled mass of dead and dying men, twist-
ing and groaning in pain, was seen. Then
the English charged and swept all before
them. The reamining Frenoh soldiers were
driven back.
The city surrendered a few days later.
Quebec had fallen.
Both the brave generals had fallen too.
Wolfe v/as killed in the charge. As he sank
down, he was oaught by one of his men.
"Support me," said Wolfe j "let not my
brave fellow’s see me fall."
When some one wanted to call a doctor,
Wolfe said: "It is useless, it is all
over with me."
From the distance came the cry "They
runl they run!"
"Who run?" asked the general.
"The enemy. Sir; they give way every-
where ."
Turning on his side, Wolfe murmured,
"Now God be praised, I die happy."
Montcalm also was wounded, and when his
doctor told him he could not live, he said,
"I am glad I shall not live to see the
surrender of Quebec."
The peace was made in Paris in 1763.
France gave up to England all of Canada
and all of its territory east of the
Mississippi River. At the same time the
king of France gave Spain all of the land
claimed by the Frenoh on the west side of
the Mississippi.
All of North America was now divided
between England and Spain.
Adapted from "Our Nation Begins"
by Barker, Dodd, and Webb
Row, Peterson & Co.
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Directions
:
^ J Name T^s-tlZ
Read each sentence carefully. Then read the four words or phrases
at the end of the sentence and draw a circle around the one that makes the
sentence correct*
Wolfe and Montcalm at Quebec
1. Quebec is built on a
mounta in
lake
-cliff
plain
2. The French knew that if Quebec fell they would lose all of
Canada
France
The United States
Mexico
3* The name of the French general was
Merrow
George
Wolfe
Montcalm
4.
5.
6
.
Morrow
The name of the English general was George
Wolfe
Mont ca lm
Some men said that the English general was brave
strong
weak
Wolfe gave up
at once
never
soon
after a while
7. The number of soldiers who defended Quebec was
eight hundred
eight thousand
four hundred
four thousand
English
8* The French soldiers were helped by some
Mexicans
very much
9, The English cannon harmed Quebec a little
often
easily
Americans
Indians
10. The city of Quebec was protected by the
11. The English ships lay in the river for
weeks because there seemed no way to
guns
lake
r iver
Ccliff^
surrender
go back
reach the French
stop the Frenoh
12* Wolfe said that if Montcalm were a great soldier he would
give up
go back
come out
stop fighting
r~>
13* A Frenoh officer said that if Wolfe were a
great general he would make Montcalm
;ive up
go back
come out
stop fighting
14* The general who turned out to be the best was
Morrow
George
Wolfe
Montcalm
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15* While Wolfe was ill his officers had a
meeting
party
battle
quarrel
the guns
16. Because it was September Wolfe knew that the French
the fighting would soon be stopped by ’Winter
fall
17. Wolfe thought that he could reach the city by going up the
18. The French guard at the edge of the cliff was large
absent
lost
river
lake
ladder
19. Wolfe sent his men up the cliff in the
night
morning
dusk
daylight
singing
20. To keep the attention of the French the English kept whistling
firing from the gunboats
firing their rifles
&)
21. The number of men who first started up the cliff was 20
54
100
22. The first men up had to
beat off the guards
fight the French army
go back down
lose their lives
one hundred
48 hundred
23. By morning the number of English soldiers at the top of the cliff was
’’^~~hundred
two hundred
24. Wolfe told his men not to fire until the French were within forty
yards
feet
inches
miles
[ FVenclT^
25. The army that was driven back was the English
American
Indian
went home
26, Both generals won the battle
were saved
New York
27. Peace was made in Spain
Canada
28. France gave up all of her land in
England
the United States
America
France
1863
29. The date when peace was made was 1963
1763
'1663 ./
30. The general who was happy because of the battle was
George
Montcalm
Wolfe
Morrow
r
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